October 2020

Updated COGEH Highlights

Agenda
Introduction – History, Feedback, Goals, and Format
New and Updated Content - 2018
New and Updated Content - 2019
New and Updated Content - 2020
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History of COGEH
1998 – Identified the need
June 2002 – Volume 1 published
 Reserves Definitions and Evaluation Practices and Procedures
 September 2003 – NI 51-101
 Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas Activities (Replacing National Policy No. 2-B)
2005 – Volume 2 published
 Detailed Guidelines for Estimation and Classification of Oil and Gas Resources and Reserves
 September 2007 – Volume 1 Second Edition published
September 2007 – Volume 3 published
 Detailed Guidelines for Estimation and Classification of Coal Bed Methane (CBM) Reserves and Resources
 Reserves Recognition for International Properties
 Detailed Guidelines for Estimation and Classification of Bitumen and Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) Reserves and Resources (Updated
October 2013)
June 2014 – Resources Other Than Reserves (ROTR) published


Addendum to Volume 2

September 2018 – Consolidated Volume published (including all volumes and ROTR discussed above)
October 2019 and October 2020 – Select portions updated. Red lined version available
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Industry Feedback and Goals
Industry Feedback
 Duplication and inconsistency between volumes
 Information out of date
 Create a digital document
 Consolidate the documents
 Alignment of definitions of reserves, resources and product types with NI 51-101
 Additional guidance on operating costs
 Clarity on the inclusion of Abandonment and Reclamation costs
 Clarity on Type Curve creation

Goals
 COGEH is to be a guidance document of industry best practices
 Combine existing documents into a single consolidated document
 Use hyperlinks where possible when referring to regulations and/or examples
 Create an “Evergreen” document
 Digitize and update distribution of the materials
 Remove any redundant material
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Format
PDF or Subscription
Available as PDF or online subscription
With the subscription:
 Allows for easy searches of the materials for topics of
interest.
 Allows SPEE Calgary to keep it “evergreen” and users do not
need to purchase updates as that will be included in the
subscription.
 Using hyperlinks for some materials allows the information to
be up to date.
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Subscription Options

Agenda
Introduction – History, Feedback, Goals, and
New and Updated Content - 2018
New and Updated Content - 2019
New and Updated Content - 2020
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Format

Summary
Changes that will likely require changes to year end 2018 evaluations
 Undeveloped Reserve Bookings and Timing – clarified that for on going development of resource developments, can include up to
5 years of drilling in the proved case and 10 years in the probable undeveloped case, if additional conditions are satisfied
 Guidance on Costs
 Non active area operating costs – recommendation to include costs within active area. To be explicit about other properties excluded from the
evaluation
 Maintenance capital – to include all maintenance capital

Changes that may not require changes to year end 2018 evaluations (but should still be reviewed in detail)
 Type Curve Generation – additional best practice materials. Note that a lot of this material is consistent with SPEE Monograph 3 and 4.
 Product Types – simplified product types, however, reporting requirements for NI 51-101 or reporting jurisdiction (this is unlikely to change our
evaluations unless NI 51-101 changes product types)
 Statistical Methods – additional material but not prescriptive
 Social and Environmental Considerations - additional material but overall similar to Chance of Development factors previously included
 For conventional evaluations, updated undeveloped reserve bookings and timing not substantially changed
 Reconciliation categories – clarified A&D
 Infrastructure and markets – for expansions, market required to book reserves
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Undeveloped Reserves (1/2)
Key Wording
 For large projects, where significant capital is required for field
development or infrastructure construction, significant capital
expenditures should commence within three years for assignment of
Proved Undeveloped Reserves. For the assignment of Probable
Undeveloped Reserves, significant capital spending should commence
within five years. If significant capital expenditures do not occur within
these times, the associated oil and gas quantities should be classified
as Contingent Resources.
 For new or expansions to existing facilities to be built by the producer,
detailed capital cost estimates and further compelling documentation
from the Company is required for the facility to be included in the
reserve categories. For facilities to be built by third parties, an
executed contract with the third party is required for the facility
committed capacity to be included in the reserve categories.
 Highlights – when booking a company operated facility expansion,
detailed capital cost estimates and firm intent from the board
required to include it. If the facility is being built by a third party, a
signed agreement is required.
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COGEH – As Written

Undeveloped Reserves (2/2)
Guidance
 For resource plays only (Montney, Duvernay, etc.), 5 years of
undeveloped locations can be booked in the 1P and 10 years in the 2P
case
 When a facility is under construction, can book 5 years from the
onstream date to a maximum timeframe of 7 years from the
effective date
 The facility on stream date does not effect 2P bookings – the
timeframe is a maximum of 10 years from the effective date
 Note that only the expanded facility capacity can be booked from the
on stream date
 Ex. A company has a 200 MMCF/D facility that they are
expanding to 300 MMCF/D that is under construction and will
be on stream one year after the effective date. Proved
undeveloped reserves that fill the original 200 MMCF/D facility
can only be booked for 5 years. In addition, the 100 MMCF/D
can be booked from year 2 through 6 after the effective date. As
a result, in year six, undeveloped reserves can be booked to fill
100 MMCF/D of capacity.
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COGEH – As Written

Operating Costs
Key Wording
 Inactive assets and their related costs should be included in the
evaluation to properly represent the asset(s) being evaluated. It is
recommended that inactive costs be forecast separately from active
asset costs at the property or corporate level, so economic production
entities are not unduly burdened. When included in this fashion an
appropriate method can be employed to retire these costs over time.
 Highlights – include a one line entity for non active area operating
costs. Recommended that inactive costs forecast separately to not
unduly burden active entities.
 To clearly state which properties are included vs excluded.
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COGEH – As Written

Maintenance Costs
Key Wording
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Operating cost statements may not include the ongoing maintenance costs
required to maintain area facilities and gathering systems. These costs may occur
periodically, once every few years, and therefore will not always appear in typical
lease operating statements provided to determine certain economic parameters.
Alternatively, these costs may be capitalized. Including maintenance costs in an
asset evaluation is critical, as without required maintenance, most properties will
not be able to maintain operations for the extended periods, which production is
forecast to occur.



Forecasts of required maintenance costs, expensed or capitalized, must be
obtained from the company and included in an evaluation. These maintenance
costs are mostly fixed and will continue throughout the life of facilities until
production from the region they service approaches its twilight years. In later
years, maintenance costs would be managed to maintain production at economic
levels until the field is no longer economic to produce.



In some instances, facilities may be completely shut-in and area production
diverted to alternative facilities. This action; however, requires additional capital
investment.



Highlights – discuss with companies that the new version of COGEH has strict
wording that maintenance capital is to be included in the evaluation. Request
maintenance capital for the past two years and a future forecast from the
company

COGEH – As Written

Product Types
Key Wording
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Recommended product types simpler than previous list



However, NI 51-101 product types unchanged year over year and as a result
expect similar disclosure

COGEH – As Written

Type Curves
Key Wording
Additional detail on best practices for type curve generation. Most
recommendations not prescriptive



In general agreement with material within SPEE Monograph 3 and 4



Detailed examples on data normalization



Recommended minimum terminal decline rate: “Enforcing a terminal decline rate
in late time is mandatory for wells with high hyperbolic rates”



“The terminal decline rate is controlled by formation parameters, well completion
(fracture spacing and half-length), and development density, but is often in the
range of 5 to 15 percent per year. The value should be determined based on
experience and/or analogs.”



“Theory states that early time transient linear flow hyperbolic behaviour should
be b = 2.0. Based on actual production results observed in HMSF wells within
Western Canada, hyperbolic behaviour of 2.0 or greater is rare and generally only
for short periods of time. The Canadian Oil and Gas Evaluation Handbook (COGEH)
recommends that segment 1 hyperbolic factors of b > 1.5 should only be used for
limited periods of time (months) and there are very few examples where a b of
greater than 2 is required. Transition to the second segment is typically estimated
based on flow time, reservoir characteristics, and current decline rate. Based on
observing actual wells, the stabilized b, typically seen in segment 2, is typically
between 0.8 and 1.3, depending on reservoir and completion conditions.”

…
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COGEH – Table of Contents

Social and Environmental Considerations
Key Wording
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Consideration of social and environment contingencies should already have been
considered (reserves are assumed to have a chance of commerciality of 100%).
However, additional guidance provided.

COGEH – As Written

Infrastructure and Markets
Key Wording
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Guidance reasonably unchanged



However, given the recent oil and gas transportation bottlenecks observed within
the WCSB, a clear plan is required for reserves to be assigned. It cannot be
assumed that there will be a market especially when large expansions are
expected.



“An evaluator may assign Reserves if a market exists or is likely to develop for the
sale of production from a property. In circumstances where a market is identified
but is not currently available, the evaluator must assess the level of confidence in
the likelihood that a market will be secured when classifying oil and gas Reserves.”

COGEH – As Written

Agenda
Introduction – History, Feedback, Goals, and
New and Updated Content - 2018
New and Updated Content - 2019
New and Updated Content - 2020
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Format

2019 Update
 The following has changed:





IFRS 16 guidance
ADR requirements
Reconciliation changes
Minor updates

 The following is likely to be edited in the near term:
 Guidance on forecast prices – at this time, a draft is being circulated to industry with implementation in April 2020
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2019 Changes - ADR
Added Wording
 For reserve reports that are being released in the public
domain, all ADR costs within the active assets evaluated
should be included.
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Changed Section

2019 Changes - IFRS
Summary
 Effective for financial reporting periods beginning on or after
January 1, 2019, companies applying International Financial
Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) will adopt IFRS 16 – Leases
(“IFRS 16”). The new standard is a fundamental change on
how lessees record and measure operating leases, and can
materially effect the data in which reserve evaluators receive
within the lease operating statements.
 COGEH notes that all costs contained within previous reports
need to be included going forward, even with the IFRS
changes
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Added Section

2019 Changes - Reconciliations
Summary
 Changed wording back to “Reserves” from “Volumes”.
“Reserves” was used in the original COGEH.
 Added wording that “Technical revisions are generally
independent of reserves changes associated with capital
expenditures.”
 Clarified changes in Reserves category from Probable to
Proved
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Changed Section Example

Agenda
Introduction – History, Feedback, Goals, and
New and Updated Content - 2018
New and Updated Content - 2019
New and Updated Content - 2020
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Format

2020 Changes - Pricing
Changes

Additional Wording

 Guidance published in COGEH in October 2020.

Commodity price forecasts are prepared and used to determine asset values for the remaining life of
reserves. In preparing these forecasts, both short term market projections as well as long term local
and global supply and demand conditions must be considered. Price forecasts can be based on the
professional judgement of the issuer and can deviate from the guidance below during extenuating
circumstances (extenuating circumstances would have usually occurred over the past 12 months). In
general, changes to near term commodity prices should have a relatively minor impact on long term
projections unless there has been a fundamental change to the marketplace.

 However, please note that given they are released later in the
typical reserves cycle, they should not be considered effective
until April 1, 2021 so as to allow time for users to implement
these changes.

COGEH recommends the following guidelines when preparing a forecast price deck:
Up to and including the second full forecast year, major benchmarks should not deviate from strip
prices by more than twenty percent. Referenced strip prices should be as close to the effective date of
the price deck as practically possible, typically within one trading day. For price schedules released midyear, the remainder of the current year should also fall within these guidelines.
COGEH recommends using WTI oil, and Henry Hub and AECO gas as the major benchmark prices for
Canadian evaluations. Differentials and foreign exchange, determined based on an understanding of
historical values as well as local and global supply and demand conditions, should be applied against
these benchmarks to derive additional prices. Consideration of the guidelines with respect to implied
strip pricing is also recommended for forecasted price streams with sufficient trading volume on the
differential, such as WCS and Edmonton Light.
After the second full year, forecasted prices must be based on the issuer’s professional judgement.
Comparison to strip and associated commentary is encouraged in instances where the forecasted
prices deviate from strip materially. An example would be, “Our price forecast is approximately 25%
above the strip pricing in 2023. We feel this is justified due to …”
The real prices of the benchmarks should not be adjusted after the third full year of the forecast.
Nominal prices should be increased by inflation only as a result. Nominal prices, sometimes called
current dollar prices, measure the dollar value of a product at the time it is produced. Real prices are
adjusted from nominal prices to reflect the value in today’s dollars, ie., inflation is removed.
Furthermore, additional reporting of reserves and values based on SEC determined prices (or others)
should be supplied to provide additional insight into the value of the assets. This would allow investors
to compare values more easily to SEC based evaluations or to further run their own sensitivities.
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